More autonomous trucks are hitting the road. How should insurers be changing lanes on coverage?

Get ready for disruption! As premiums shift across multiple lines of business, traditional products and processes may not cover it. It’s time for carriers to start experimenting.
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Deloitte estimates advancements in self-driving technology may eliminate the need for around 380,000 long-haul truck drivers in the next five years. This alone could have a major impact on workers’ compensation insurers, with a potential loss of around US$3 billion in premiums. But widespread adoption of autonomous vehicles could also result in a shift in premiums across multiple insurance lines, including commercial auto, product and professional liability, and cyber coverage.

Imagine an insurance underwriter driving on an interstate highway, overtaking a convoy of three long-haul trucks. While passing the first truck, he glances to his right, anticipating a cursory smile from the driver—only there isn’t one! He speeds up, but to his bewilderment, there is no one driving the second truck, either. He exhales in relief when the driver on the lead truck sees him staring wide-eyed, giving him a wave. The underwriter spends the rest of his trip thinking about the insurance implications of how to cover such “ghost” trucks, a challenge that insurance executives should be pondering now, rather than later.

A growing number of driverless vehicles are already on the roads in some states, and they are only going to get more visible with time. The challenge facing insurers is how to underwrite risks that may emerge with driverless commercial fleets, and which lines might be tapped for coverage—with traditional policy lines likely to lose premiums while others benefit from shifts in exposure.
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Figure 1

Venture capital invested in autonomous trucking, 2016–2022 (in USD)

Note: Data has not been reviewed by PitchBook analysts in line with PitchBook citation guidelines. Source: PitchBook Data, Inc.

2016 $2.12M 2017 $110.04M 2018 $213.22M 2019 $368.05M 2020 $3.70B 2021 $3.60B 2022 $863.65M

Among the factors propelling the growth of autonomous trucks, one that stands out is the shortage of human truck drivers in the United States. The American Trucking Association (ATA) reported a driver shortage of 78,000 in 2022, close to the high of 81,000 during the pandemic year of 2021, when demand for remote shopping peaked. Driven by demographic factors such as retirements and difficulties recruiting young people into the profession, the driver shortage is most acute for long-haul truckers. If current trends continue, the ATA estimates that the industry may need to recruit 1.2 million new drivers over the next 10 years to account for driver churn, attrition, and growth in demand for truck operators. This demand is unlikely to be met by human drivers alone. Thus, there is a strong imperative for growth of autonomous driving technologies to offset the anticipated shortage of human drivers.

In addition to helping alleviate the driver shortage, autonomous trucks could be more efficient than those driven by humans. Regulations permit live operators to drive a maximum of 11 hours daily, although an average driver spends only 6 to 6.5 hours behind the wheel. Self-driving trucks can let companies triple the driving time to 17 hours daily. Various studies claim autonomous trucks to be more fuel-efficient as well.

The pandemic highlighted the importance of resilient supply chains for the economy. A recent Deloitte survey of US and Europe transportation providers and manufacturers revealed that 51% are actively adopting autonomous vehicles for fleet transportation to help alleviate supply chain challenges or improve supply chain operations. The promise of autonomous trucks also led investors to heavily increase funding. According to PitchBook data, venture capital invested in autonomous trucking grew almost tenfold in 2020 to US$3.7 billion, followed by a nearly identical sum in 2021. That figure dropped in 2022, in line with an overall decline in venture capital funding activity in 2022 owing to macroeconomic conditions. And as investors await a return on their initial investments, the total still was more than twice as high as in 2019 (figure 1).

Despite these economic, demographic, and technological tailwinds, the road ahead is not likely to be entirely smooth. For example, while several states allow the running of self-driven trucks, interstate transport may still need federal clearance. Also, the rollout of autonomous trucks has been concentrated in US Sunbelt states, as the technology is still to be proven under weather conditions such as snow and fog. There also may be opposition from truck-driver unions concerned about the loss of jobs.
Self-driven trucks may improve performance for commercial auto insurance

Commercial auto, which generated an average of US$34.9 billion in annual premiums over the past decade, has consistently been one of the US insurance industry’s worst performing business segments. Starting in 2011, the segment posted underwriting losses for 10 straight years, until a pandemic-related decline in accident frequency (thanks to having fewer passenger vehicles on the road) helped it generate an underwriting profit in 2021 (figure 2). This turned out to be an anomaly; the commercial auto industry will likely continue reporting negative underwriting returns unless there is a strong catalyst for change. Widespread adoption of autonomous trucks could be that game changer, as well as being a major disruptor of the commercial auto insurance market.

A 2015 study by the United States National Highway Traffic Safety Administration revealed that 94% of all motor vehicle accidents were caused by driver-related factors such as impaired driving, distraction, or illegal maneuvers. While there has yet to be sufficient data gathered to show that autonomous trucks may be less likely to be in accidents than those steered by human drivers, it could seem intuitive that eliminating live drivers may also remove many of the human causes of accidents, which could lower loss frequency.

However, autonomous driving could also create an entirely new set of risk exposures—many of which wouldn’t be covered by most of current commercial auto insurance plans.
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Shifting liabilities may result in premiums changing lines

As more autonomous vehicles hit the road, new causes of loss will emerge that would have major implications for traditional commercial auto insurers. Even in vehicles with human drivers aided by assisted driving technologies, assessing causality may become quite challenging. Accidents in tech-driven vehicles could be caused by software errors, manufacturing defects, network outages, GPS flaws, failing sensors, or cyberattacks.14

Such occurrences would likely fall in the purview of product liability coverage, or even professional liability insuring those whose code or algorithms malfunction. Or would it? What if a self-driven truck hits a pothole or an icy patch and veers off the road, which would likely still be covered by traditional commercial auto policies? Incidents like this could lead to some complicated claim adjustments, and even increased litigation over who or what is responsible for an accident. As self-driving technology prompts changes in the underlying exposure,
it can be hard to predict how much premium dollars might shift from payments to traditional commercial auto insurers to other types of policies. But even if only 20% of such premiums move into these other coverage lines, that would represent a loss of US$7 billion annually from commercial auto coffers.

Rising technological complexity and interconnectedness could vastly increase the cyber vulnerability of autonomous trucks and fleet operators. Industry data shows modern vehicles contain about 100 million lines of code. The amount of code will only increase rapidly with increasing autonomy of vehicles. As the cyberattack surface would rise exponentially with multiple targets and points of access, cyber insurance would assume a much larger proportion of insurance costs for autonomous truck owners/operators than what it is now.

One almost certain net loser, however, would be workers’ compensation insurers. Driving-related injuries account for approximately 25% of all workers’ compensation claims. Thus, any reduction in accident frequency due to assisted driving technology could directly benefit the profitability for this line. But even though autonomous vehicles could lessen the impact of the anticipated shortage in truck drivers (see sidebar, “The case for growth of autonomous trucks”), full-fledged autonomous vehicles, estimated to eliminate the need for 380,000 jobs, would also eliminate the need for workers’ comp coverage for those self-driven trucks. This could result in a loss of around US$3 billion in potential workers’ comp premiums.

What worked for human-driven trucks likely won’t work for driverless trucks

nsurers have decades of data on human-driven vehicles to help ascertain the type of products the market needs and determine pricing. But for autonomous trucks, insurers do not have any historical data to work with. Akin to the evolution of cyber insurance, carriers may take years to figure out what works for the market; they may sometimes burn their hands in the process.

Still, first movers will likely have an advantage. They may be well-positioned to understand the lay of the land and craft unique coverages for the emerging commercial trucking industry. One possible avenue could be to form relationships with autonomous truck manufacturers to embed multiple coverages with the sale of the vehicles. Liberty Mutual, for example, has taken a head start with multiple partnerships to assess the safety of autonomous vehicles and better understand the risks. AXA XL has launched a single customizable policy for autonomous vehicles, covering vehicle and component manufacturers, fleet owners, operators, and software developers.

Exploring with new coverages and relationships early can also prove to be a good sandbox, helping carriers prepare for a larger disruption from widespread adoption of consumer autonomous vehicles down the road.
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